
 
 
The Center For Biological Diversity (CBD), formed in 1989, is a group intent on preserving species by whatever legal means necessary, 
with its first choice to preserve existing habitat using the Endangered Species Act. 
 
With a highly dedicated and distinctly outdoorsy staff of between 50 and 60, a significant portion of whom are technically trained 
attorneys, CBD is taking on some of the more daunting and beguiling environmental challenges imaginable; let's face it, there are far 
too many these days. 
 
I am sympathetic to their cause, though not always to their choices in tactics or targets, especially their questionable opposition to a 
local one-mile long electric transmission line intended to link the US to a 1000 MW renewable wind project in Mexico. The project they 
inscrutably oppose goes a long way toward fighting global warming. 
 
They profess to fight "a growing number of national and worldwide threats to biodiversity, from the multifaceted, global problem of 
climate change -- possibly the greatest extinction risk in history and an arena in which our lawyers are using highly innovative tactics to 
catalyze change..." 
 
Many of the squirmy, writhing, wriggly, crawling, slimy, slithering and warty creatures of God's Earth are their beleaguered clients, 
though they don't shy away from seals, polar bears, and cute, photogenic or attractive birds. 
 
Speaking of attractive birds, enter the Snowy Plover and the Western Gull-billed Tern. On June 3, 2009, CBD filed a scientific petition 
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (F&WS ) to seek protection of the Western Gull-billed Tern (WG Tern) under the federal 
Endangered Species Act. 
 
In an interview, Tierra Curry, M.S., a conservation biologist with the CBD and an outdoor child raised in the Appalachian coal country, 
explained that the petition had been filed in order to list the WG Tern as an endangered species. Only 1,000 remain. 
The complication: only 1,000 WG Terns exist worldwide, but there are 5,000 Snowy Plovers and 14,000 California Least Terns 
worldwide and both are federally protected endangered species. All three species nest on the dykes which form San Diego's 100-year 
old, operating commercial salt-works ponds in Southern San Diego Bay -- an official bird refuge. 
 
The conundrum: in San Diego Bay, Snowy Plovers are in the extreme minority, with only four individuals currently nesting on the salt-
works dykes. Last year, in San Diego, WG Terns ate six Snowy Plover chicks. This entirely natural but provocative feasting specifically 
prompted F&WS to propose to intercede on the side of federally protected Plovers by destroying the eggs of less numerous WG Terns. 
It's a bird-eat-bird world and apparently Fish and Wildlife's motto is "leave no tern unstoned" to protect Plovers. 
 
With such low numbers locally, and with legally mandated protection, the federal F&WS solution almost makes sense. If your head isn't 
spinning yet, you're not reading closely. 
 
The query: what happens when the WG Tern is listed as endangered and continues to prey on the few remaining local Snowy Plover 
chicks? Likely F&WS be forced to stand back, let nature take its course, and let endangered species Plover become a dinner morsel for 
a newly listed endangered species. This makes the horns of a dilemma look attractive. 
 
Another approach: increase habitat for all three birds. As things stand, they use the man-made dyke structures as nesting sites. 
Apparently the birds would prefer little islands where terrestrial predators can't reach them. So -- build some little isolated islands of dirt, 
much like the salt work dykes, to provide additional nesting spaces for all the birds. That would increase opportunities for greater 
numbers of all three, even if one species eats some of the other. 
 
It's said of real estate: "it's a good investment, they're not making any more." With habitat, preservation is not the only answer, we can 
intelligently create more habitat. 
 
There is no real reason why we cannot build islands for endangered birds. A quick look from above using Google Earth shows how 
empty and yet filled with opportunities are the southern portions of San Diego Bay. Surprisingly, for complex reasons, a functioning salt 
works where salt is made using solar energy and tidal flows, turns out to be an integral part of the habitat solution. 
 
Ducks and other migratory birds have been saved and now thrive because of conservation organizations like Ducks Unlimited, which 
build habitat, thus increasing the total numbers, even with hunting. Deer, at the turn of the century, were relatively rare because of 
hunting pressure. Now, they are reaching pest proportions because of enlightened animal husbandry, timed hunting and habitat 
conservation practices. Ships are now regularly scuttled in select locations at sea in order to form artificial reefs. 
 
How wonderful it would be to not just rely upon geological accident, but create some new habitat and "help a bird out." 

 
Coffey is an attorney based in San Diego. He can be reached at daniel.coffey@sddt.com. Comments may be published as Letters to 
the Editor. 
 


